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 Reversible Ratchet Spanner

The ratchet spanner is used in con unction with sockets and a wide range of socket accessories.

It helps to speed up the turning motion when doing up and undoing nuts. It is also used in tight 

spots where the range of arc is small.

Fig 4.3.8 Reversible Ratchet Spanner

A blow from a steel hammer might damage or mark the material more 

than what is considered acceptable. This is o en the case when using 

so  metals like lead, copper, aluminium. In these situations mallets, 

sometimes called so  faced hammers are more suitable as the force of 

the blow is distributed over a larger area and any stretching of the metal 

is reduced or even eliminated.

Types of Mallets

1  Rubber Mallets

The rubber mallet has a cylindrical head made from solid rubber 

moulded to a wooden handle. Correct use of this mallet will 

prevent damage to surfaces which may have been painted, plated 

or nely machined.

2  So  aced Mallets or Hammers

There are two types of so  faced mallets:

 Plastic mallets

4.3.2 Mallets

Fig 4.3.9 Rubber mallet

Fig 4.3.10 Soft face mallet
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Pliers are gripping tools mostly used to hold small components that would otherwise be di cult to 

grasp and control. Pliers are also used for shaping and bending light sheet metal as well as bending, 

twisting and cu ng small diameter wires.

1  Combination Pliers: Standard engineers  pliers are also called combination pliers because of 

their versatility. The at aws and pipe grip are serrated 

for general gripping and holding. Cylindrical ob ects 

are held in the pipe gripping section of the aws. se 

the side cu ng aws only for so  wires such as copper 

wire.

 To cut harder steel wires, use only the oint cu ers. 

These have strong 90  shearing edges and are placed 

to have greater mechanical advantage than the side 

cu ng aws. To cut, open the pliers wide until the 

cu er grooves in ad acent aws line up. Insert the wire 

with the short end facing away. Squeeze to cut.

 WARNIN  e er t wires in tension nti  o  a e 

ma e s re t e en s annot  angero s . wa s 

wear safet  g asses. rip sma  ro n  o e ts at rig t ang es to t e at aws for greatest ontro .

2. Slip Joint Pliers: The most common of these are multi grip pliers. hen they are used as light 

pipe wrenches, they are known as gas ers pliers . Slip oint, multi grip pliers have a shaped pivot 

Fig 4.3.11 Pliers

4.3.3 Pliers and Clamps

4.3.3.1 Types of Pliers

 Copper and rawhide faced mallets

oth types of mallets have cast steel heads where inserts can be screwed in. Inserts are made from 

copper or lead, rawhide and plastic, and should be replaced once they are worn or marked.
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Induction heaters  Their method of heating does not create 

the smoke, fumes or oil waste caused by other heating 

methods and they are fast and heat can be controlled easily.

Size of bore of bearing must match the yoke size of heater 

so that bore gets lled by heater.

Since these heaters are fast in order to avoid overheating of 

bearing with seals to temperatures higher than 90 C 200 F  

refer manual for correct temperature and time se ngs. To 

know the time se ngs trial runs are necessary.

Since heater probe is easily breakable it must be handled carefully, must be placed in clean area in 

bore and size must be matching to the size of bore.

efore removing the work piece heating and demagnetization cycle must be completed.

Hydraulic nuts

Tapered bore bearings are easily and quickly installed or 

removed using hydraulic nuts. earing can be precisely 

positioned on the sha  by creating a smooth, controllable 

force due to pressure generated by the piston. earing internal 

clearance reduction is controlled and chance of damage to 

bearing or other components are reduced with this.

Pullers

Pulling of bearings, bushings, gear wheels, couplings or other press-

ed work pieces can be done with a variety of hand and hydraulic 

pullers. More force is generated by hydraulic pulling devices 

Follow the points described below while using them

 Size and capacity of puller must be selected such that it 

matches to the ob.

 Maximum withdrawal forces which are calculated must be 

less than puller capacity.

 

4.3.7 Maintainance Tools

 

Fig 4.3.33 Induction heater

Fig 4.3.34 Hydraulic nut

Fig 4.3.35 Puller
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It contains one shoulder on the inner race, the other at the opposite side on the outer race  both 

of them forming a steep contact angle slanted toward the bearing s axis. These shoulders support 

high thrust loads combined with a moderate radial load and have high axial rigidity.

Benefits/advantages

 High thrust capacity

 Axial rigidity

Applications

 Clutch release 

Fig: 5.2.2 Angular contact ball 
bearing

Principles of the single row and angular contact bearings are combined in double row ball bearing. 

Position of grooves in the outer and inner races is such that the load lines through the balls from 

either an outwardly or inwardly converging contact angle.

Misalignment of bearing on sha  or in the housing and axial displacement 

is prevented by the strength of two rows of ball and also it can handle 

heavy loads in radial direction and thrust loads in both directions.

Benefits/advantages 

 Thrust capacity in either direction

 High radial capacity

 ess axial displacement

Applications

 Air conditioner clutch

Fig: 5.2.3 Double row ball 
bearing

5.2.2.3 Double row ball bearing

5.2.2.2 Angular contact ball bearing
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They have high thrust capacity and used mainly for clutch release 

applications. ut produce li le axial displacement since load line 

runs parallel through its balls to the sha  axis. nder heavy loads at 

shoulders on the sha  and housing are to be used .

Benefits/advantages

 High thrust capacity

 Minimal axial displacement

Applications

 Clutch release

Fig: 5.2.4 Ball Thrust

5.2.2.4 Ball thrust

 Roller bearings are of following types:

 Tapered Rollers

 Cylindrical Rollers 

 Needle Rollers

They differ in the rollers  shape and the races  curvature.
Fig: 5.2.5 Roller Bearing

True rolling motion is achieved with the conical shape of this 

bearing. They can handle any combination of radial and thrust 

loads. 

Benefits/advantages

 ecause of conical shape designs without guidance by the 

cage each roller in the bearing can line up itself properly 

between the tapered faces of the cup and cone. earing produces maximum output by 

accurate alignment of each roller due to increase of contact area between the large end of 

the roller and the rib. This wide area of contact compels each roller to maintain accurate 

Fig: 5.2.6 Tapered roller bearing

5.2.3 Roller bearings

5.2.3.1 Tapered roller bearings
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alignment. ith each roller perfectly aligned between the two races, the bearing works to 

maximum productivity. 

 The second bene t  Since a radial load produces both radial and thrust reaction on a 

tapered bearing this can support radial and thrust loads at the same time.

Applications

Following parts of vehicles like automobiles, trucks, tractors, and various farming vehicles uses 

tapered roller bearings.

 Transmissions

 Transfer cases

 Rear axle sha s

 Differentials

 Front wheels

 Trailer wheels

Inner race, outer race, cage and rollers are the four roller bearing parts of cylindrical type. A cage 

guides rotating movement of equally spaced cylinder shaped 

rollers on the at surface of the two races . 

Benefits/advantages

 High capacity under radial loads

 Accurate guiding of the rollers

 imited free axial movement

Applications

 Transmissions

 Differentials

 Rear Axle Sha s

Fig: 5.2.7 Cylindrical roller bearing

5.2.3.2 Cylindrical roller bearings
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